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21 of the best Social Media
Analytical Tools for 2014
Lilach Bullock

There’s nothing like waking
up in the morning and
checking out all your
stats…right? I admit, I am a
bit of a nut when it comes
to analytics – I check them
regularly (some might say
obsessively…) and am
always on the lookout for
new tools, new stats and
new ways to find out how
we’re doing online.
Below I’ve gathered a list of my 21
favourite social media analytic
tools that I use on a regular basis:

General
1. Simply Measured
Simply Measured is one of my
favourite social media analytics
tools. It’s not only
one of the most
complete tools,
with analytics for
Facebook,
Twitter, Vine,
Instagram,
YouTube, Tumblr, LinkedIn,
Google+, Klout and even Google
Analytics (with Pinterest soon to
join), but their reports are also
beautiful, and very thorough. You
can get some of these reports for
free (3 in a 24-hour period) and
you can also get into their free
trial to see Simply Measured’s full
potential. You can choose to see
your reports either in Excel or
online, or even export them
directly to PowerPoint, and get
very in-depth analysis of your
online behaviour, your fans and
followers and much more. If you
want to see what a Simply
Measured report looks like, you
can check out this free example of
a Twitter Account Report here.
Looking forward to Pinterest
Anaytics!

2. Twtrland
Twtrland is a free
tool that allows
you to see a few
important
statistics of your
Twitter, Facebook
and Instagram
accounts. You’ll get audience
demographics so you can better
understand your fans and
followers, key engagement stats
(such as estimated numbers of
retweets and replies received for
your every 100 tweets). You can
also use Twtrland to find
influencers in any skill, so that you
can find out who you should be
engaging with online to get better
results. One of the things I really
like about Twtrland is that you
can check anyone’s profiles to get
an idea of how they’re doing on
social media.
3. SumAll (TwentyFeet)

With SumAll, you can check how
your updates are doing on
Twitter, Facebook, Google+,
Instagram, YouTube, as well as
some useful Google Analytics
stats. You can use to find out
which of your tweets and
Google+ updates have the most
impact, check your Facebook
engagement activity to find out if
you’re engaging enough, find out
which of your photos get the
most attention on Instagram, and
find out which of your YouTube
videos have the most potential to
turn viral – and those are just
some of its features!
4. SocialBakers
SocialBakers provide detailed
analytics for several different
social networks: Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn and

YouTube. It will help you
understand your fan growth and
what content determines it, as
well as understanding when to
post content, and what content to
post in order to raise engagement
rates. It will also help you identify
your key influencers, and much
more.

Twitter
5. Twitonomy

Twitonomy is one of my favourite
free Twitter analytics tools. With
the free version, you can get very
detailed analytics on your Twitter
account, presented in a visual way.
It has numerous different features,
even in the free version:
monitoring users, lists and
keywords, tweets analytics
monitoring your interactions with
other users, and much more. You
can also see which of your tweets
were most retweeted or
favourite, what times you tweet
and from which platforms, and
even what hashtags you use. It
also allows you to track your
mentions over time, find out your
most influential and most active
users, and much, much more.
6. FollowerWonk
FollowerWonk is a Twitter
analytics tools dedicated to
analysing Twitter followers and
friends. Another useful feature is
that you can search through
Twitter bios and compare Twitter
accounts.
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Their follower/friend analysis is
very in-depth, including a mapped
location of followers, social
authority scores, gender, follower
and following counts, account
ages, the recency of tweets, total
tweets, languages, numbers of
retweets, most active hours and
more.
7. TweetReach

conversations and the buzz
surrounding your brand. You can
also do a search for any topic,
hashtag or link to see what the
level of buzz is surrounding it
(number of mentions), the top
users, and the top shared web
links.
influencers using any keywords
you want. This is useful because
you can use it to analyze how
popular a particular topic is on
Twitter:

Facebook
13. FanPage Karma

You can also use it to see how
many tweets are sent every time
using a particular keyword/s and
browse through trends:

TweetReach is a simple, yet very
useful Twitter tool. It allows you
to search for a URL, Twitter
name, phrase or hashtag and get
an analysis on the tweets that
match your search, with details on
the reach and exposure of those
tweets. In the free version, you
only get the analytics for 50 of the
tweets that match your search,
but you can still get a good idea of
the estimated reach, exposure,
the top contributors and most
retweeted tweets among others.
8. SocialBro
SocialBro allows you to better
understand your Twitter account.
You can try it for free for two
Twitter accounts for two weeks,
however the more features you
want, the more you have to pay.
You can use it to figure out the
best times for tweeting, to get
powerful insights into your
community and audience, identify
your top influencers, analyze your
competitors, discover new,
targeted Twitter users for you to
follow, and much more.
9. Topsy

Topsy is primarily a search tool
that allows you to search through
links, tweets, photos, videos and

10. TwitterCounter
Twitter Counter is a detailed
Twitter analytics tool that allows
you to better understand your
Twitter followers, friends and the
tweets you post (free version), as
well as track who unfollowed you,
your mentions, retweets and
favourites and even analytics on
the retweets and mention you
make (in the Premium version).
You can also choose to pay a onetime fee to get all of these
analytics of a particular Twitter
user in a CSV file.

FanPage Karma allows you to
study your own Facebook Page, as
well as your competitors’, for
free. You will be able to see any
pages’ posting history, their top
posts as well as their weakest, a
word cloud of the most frequently
used words and hashtags and even
the length of posts, as well as
posting frequency, success rate of
posts, top influencers, and much,
much more.
14. LikeAlyzer

11. Foller.me

Foller.me is a very useful Twitter
analytics tool that allows you to
study any public Twitter profile,
with real time data about their
followers, the hashtags they use,
the mentions they get, and more.
You can even see how users use
emoticons in their tweets, who
they interact with the most, which
hashtags they use the most and a
world cloud of the most-often
used topics.
12. TweetLevel
TweetLevel has a few different,
and very helpful, features. It allows
you to find out how influential you
are on Twitter (or any other
user), as well as analyze

LikeAlyzer by Meltwater is a tool
that is a different from most other
social media analytics tools. What
makes it different (and helps it
stand out as well in my opinion) is
that it doesn’t just show you what
you’re doing, but it also gives you
recommendations to help you do
a better job with your page. It also
highlights exactly what you’re
doing right and what you’re doing
wrong, making it much easier to
make the necessary changes.
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15. Wisemetrics

Wisemetrics provide a detailed
Facebook analytics report that
gives you an insight into your
reach, engagement and posting.
You can use it to get a better
understanding of your audience
and track your fan growth, as well
as take a better look at those you
reached with your posts. It also
provides key engagement metrics,
as well as engaged users and
unlikes, and give you a full analysis
of your Facebook posts.
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18. Curalate

21. Nitrogram

Curalate is a Pinterest and
Instagram tool that can “read”
your images and can identify those
images that matter the most to
your audience. It will also allow
you to get a feel for overall
sentiment by monitoring
keywords and hashtags, and it will
help you identify influential users
and your most engaged advocates.

Nitrogram is an Instagram analytics
and engagement platform. You can try
the free trial now to get your own
analytics dashboard, where you can
track your Instagram accounts, as well
as your competitions’ accounts. You
can get a more in-depth look at your
audience, at your engagement rates,
posting habits and much more.
Nitrogram can also be used for
monitoring hashtags and for managing
all of your Instagram accounts.

16. Wolfram|Alpha
Wolfram|Alpha offer free
Facebook analytics reports that
allow you to understand your
audience better, as well as studies
your posts and engagement levels.
Another cool feature is that you
can download your own
PowerPoint presentation of your
Facebook analytics.

19. Tailwind App
Tailwind is a detailed Pinterest
analytics tool that you can try out
for free. In the free version, you
can get a few basic stats for your
profile and boards, find out what
the trending pins are, as well as
help you optimize your content.
By upgrading you can also track
top re-pinners and brand
advocates, influential followers,
peak days and times for pinning,
your competitors, as well as
measure your ROI.

Pinterest & Instagram

20. Statigr.am

17. Piqora

Piqora is a tool for the “visual
web” – meaning Pinterest,
Instagram and Tumblr. It allows
you to track trending images and
influencers, and it will help you
discover the top pins, blogs,
photos and pin-boards trending in
that moment. You can also use
Piqora to measure your return on
investment, revenue and visits per
pin, follower growth, repin rates,
and also to monitor your hashtags
and get more insight into your
competitors.

Statigr.am provides key metrics
about your Instagram account. For
example. It looks into your most
liked photos ever, which filters
you’ve used over time, how much
you post every month and what
type of engagement you get, as
well as its evolution over time.
You’ll also be able to monitor
your growth on Instagram and get
tips on how to optimize your
strategy and get better results.

And that’s it – my top 21! What are
your favourite social media analytics
tools? Which ones do you use on a
regular basis? Is there any new
analytics tool that has caught your
attention recently? Let us know in
your comments!
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